


Preparatory work

�. Context

Decide which contextual factors underpin the process: What resources are available for
the exercise? What is the focus of the exercise (i.e. what is the exercise about and
who is it for)? What are the underlying values or principles? What is the health,
research and political environment in which the process will take place?

�. Use of a comprehensive approach

Decide if use of a comprehensive approach is appropriate, or if development of own
methods is the preferred choice. These approaches provide structured, detailed,
step-by-step guidance for health research priority setting processes from beginning
to end.

�. Inclusiveness

Decide who should be involved in setting the health research priorities and why. Is
there appropriate representation of expertises and balanced gender and regional
participation? Have important health sectors and other constituencies been
included?

�. Information gathering

Choose what information should be gathered to inform the exercise, such as literature
reviews, collection of technical data (e.g. burden of disease or cost-effectiveness
data), assessment of broader stakeholder views, reviews or impact analyses of
previous priority setting exercises or exercises from other geographical levels.



�. Planning for implementation

Establish plans for translation of the priorities to actual research (via
policies and funding) as a priority at the beginning of the process. Who
will implement the research priorities? And how?

Deciding on priorities

�. Criteria

Select relevant criteria to focus discussion around setting priorities.

�. Methods for deciding on priorities

Choose a method for deciding on priorities. Decide whether to use a
consensus based approach or a metrics based approach (pooling
individual rankings), or a combination.

After priorities have been set

�. Evaluation

Define when and how evaluation of the established priorities and the
priority setting process will take place. Health research priority setting
should not be a one-time exercise!

�. Transparency

Write a clear report that discusses the approach used: Who set the
priorities? How exactly were the priorities set?





First step/ Identifying Your Stakeholders:

The first step in your stakeholder analysis is

to brainstorm who your stakeholders are. As

part of this, think of all the people who are

affected by your work, who have influence or

power over it, or have an interest in its

successful or unsuccessful conclusion.



Who is engaged? 

■ Patients and health care providers were the most
frequent collaborators.

■ Policymakers and other researchers collaborated
infrequently, or about �� percent of the time.

■ Payers, product makers, and purchasers collaborated
rarely, or less than �� percent of the time. When are
they engaged? ■ Stakeholders were most frequently
engaged in the earlier stages of research, when
priorities are determined and evidence is generated.

■ Engagement was least frequent in syntheses of
previous research, simulation studies, guideline
development, and dissemination of findings.

https://www.rand.org/content/dam/rand/pubs/research_briefs ����
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Second step/Prioritize Your Stakeholders:

You may now have a long list of people and

organizations that are affected by your work.

Some of these may have the power either to

block your efforts, or help to advance them.

Furthermore, some may be interested in what �

you are doing, while others may not care.



�ƪâŷơ�Important�
�ƿȂǨǻ�Influence�
�ǾǫȐǟ�Interest�
�Ʃǁƾǫ�Power�

Low , Middle, High





Third step/Understanding your key stakeholders:

You can summarize the understanding you have 

gained on the stakeholder Matrix



 Buy-in from key stakeholders that hold positions of leadership

and influence is critical to ensure legitimacy and sustainablity

of the process.

 The overall leadership structure may vary between countries,

may be designated in law, and may involve collaboration

between different ministries.

 The leader/s of the priority setting initiative should be

respected within the research community, have the relevant

experience and have credibility amongst constituents.

 As part of ensuring political buy in, space should be created

for government leaders (such as, for example, the Minister of

Health, Minister of Finance, Minister of Science and

Technology, Prime Minister etc) to suggest priorities and to

feel that they are part of the priority setting process.



 A greater number of champions within the political
arena will ensure that processes are transparent
and that changes in any one party will not render
the entire process vulnerable.

 While the composition of stakeholder groups will
be specific to each country (setting), possible
groups include government, funders, scientists,
civil society, NGO�s, non-scientist clinicians
(physicians and nurses), health managers,
academics, industry (broadly considered), patients
and ethicists.



 An approach that commonly works well is to establish a

small Executive Committee that guides the process and

decision making, while a larger decision making group

(comprised of stakeholders) would then be charged

with implementing the chosen methodology and to

make decisions.

 An Advisory Council comprising a much larger number

of stakeholders (possibly separated into smaller

groups) might also be created in order to advise,

deliberate, provide viewpoints, and to provide support

to the smaller decision making groups.



Communication Strategy

 This should map the context, identify target audiences,
frame and portray the initiative, be explicit about the
process, ensure the use of appropriate language, and
identify the communication vehicles appropriate for target
audiences.

 Intermittent Communication Fora might be useful to
communicate decisions, facilitate appeals or to
communicate important issues.

 A strategy to advocate and disseminate appropriate
knowledge � throughout the life of the process - would
serve several objectives, a few of which are listed here:
sharing of information, encouraging accountability,
supporting a system for tracking, providing a platform for
debate and attracting the research community.



Facilitating the Communication

 Chair/Leader will have to seek balance and agreement.

 One consideration is to intentionally include only

individuals with diverse and relevant experiences and

viewpoints as opposed to including representatives from

a variety of societies and associations.

 In the interests of agreement it may be beneficial to

have some stakeholders as ex officio participants in

order that they can contribute their views but are not

involved in actual decision making.

 Leaders should establish a revision process to allow

stakeholders to contribute new information,

interpretations of data, and arguments that may

improve the quality of decisions.
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 Choose what information should be gathered 

to inform the exercise, such as: 

 Literature reviews, 

 Collection of technical data (e.g. burden of 

disease or cost-effectiveness data),

 Assessment of broader stakeholder views, 

reviews or

 Impact analyses of previous priority setting 

exercises or exercises from other 

geographical levels.
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 Not all health problems are disease-focused. 

Consider also risk factors.

 Not all important health problems are 

leading causes of morbidity and mortality.

 Emphasis must be put on health problems of 

marginalized groups.

 Some problems might have a serious impact 

on health in the future




